Editor’s Foreword

The choice of ‘Diseases of Connective Tissue’ for the 1978 Symposium of the Royal College of Pathologists recognised the important part that knowledge of this large group of disorders plays in contemporary medicine. Because of the very rapid extension of our understanding of these diseases it is salutary to recall their origins.

Although Xavier Bichat (1800, 1801) examined connective tissue macroscopically, it was only with the proper development of the compound microscope (Lister, 1830) and the evolution of the Cell Theory (Schleiden, 1838; Schwann, 1839) that a rational approach to connective tissue structure became practicable. It is of absorbing interest to pathologists that many of the central arguments of Virchow’s Cellular Pathology (1858) are based on his studies of mesenchymal, cartilagenous, and bone cells. Many years passed before these revolutionary views were accepted into the corpus of pathological teaching. Indeed, it is probably fair to suggest that, notwithstanding the great contributions of Kline (1933) and Klemperer (1955), modern views on the diseases of connective tissue began to emerge only when the techniques of x-ray diffraction and of electron microscopy allowed collagen fibres to be dissected in biophysical detail (Astbury, 1933) and when the cryostat (Coons and Kaplan, 1950) encouraged immunofluorescence microscopy.

From that time the floodgates opened. The extraordinary diversity and depth of the new knowledge is mirrored in the reviews contained in the present volume. The choice of subjects has been determined by the wish of the Royal College of Pathologists to present to their fellows and members a ‘representative transverse section’ of modern understanding of the connective tissue diseases. Recognising the extent of the subject, no attempt has been made to cover all its aspects. But an endeavour has been made to grasp the reader’s interest by following a progression of physiological thought from cells to fibres to intercellular matrix and to accept the logic of an analysis that examines aspects of connective tissue physiology, of the principles of connective tissue disease, and of their expression in pathological practice.

This volume is therefore a selected and selective view of important contemporary areas of knowledge and investigation in the connective tissues and their diseases. It represents the proceedings of a symposium, but its publication is intended to permit the reader to refresh his understanding of the pathogenesis of the connective tissue diseases in a compact series of up-to-date, authoritative reviews.

D. L. GARDNER
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